
Jan. 27, 1976.  

Description: 

On Jan. 27, 1976, between ca. 11 PM and 12:15 AM, a clear night with a foggyish 

horizon, I followed a lit-up, firstly red, turned to white UFO for about 2 kilometers 

through 3 consecutive rough, deeply plowed fields in back of where I lived. But 

whenever I and my dog got a field closer, it got fainter and hopped about ½ a 

kilometer back to the next distant field; so I thought, it clearly didn't want me any 

closer.  

 

When I then stood still to observe it, it too was stationary, and its pulsating light, 

which seemed to face away at an angle, erratically turned down or became strong 

again.  

 

I was shown several variations, with short-lasting darkness between them, of how 

its parts could be lit in different ways and combinations: a) initially as a red then a 

white-pulsating 3-forked object, with two slanting-outwards legs as its supporting 

base and a vertical round-ended cylinder as its top, then b) its top part unchanged 

but red, with the base now like the bottom half of a stably white semi-circle, then c) 

the base missing and its top divided into 3½ alternating red and black sections, 

then d) base missing and in place of the remaining top part, a pattern of 4 

separated small red squares, touching only at their corners, then e) a red spot only, 

ending in f) the whole UFO clearly re-appearing as white, the top again cylindrical, 

but its base now horizontally rectangular. These variations replicated several of the 

light phenomena I'd seen on earlier dates.  

 

As I then approached again, it disappeared, reappeared as a red circle in the next 

field, and finally disappeared again as I moved forward. 

 

The next event was to the far right between me and the distant dark country road. 

I suddenly saw two red aligned circular lights blinking strongly and fast, perhaps 

3-4 meters (10-13 feet) horizontally apart, on or in front of a vague oblong shape 

about 3 times that long. When I’d approached maybe 100 meters, for about 1½ 

minutes, everything flew slowly to the right, slowing down further as the car-lights 

from a lone car passed on the road in back, and then disappeared behind some 

trees. (I estimated the circular lights’ local distance from the car’s length.) 

 

Next, at 12 midnight as I crossed the field leading back toward where I’d last seen 

the original UFO, a sort of sideways-V, boomerang shaped, bright yet hazy-edged, 

almost transparent “light-body” lit up in flight nearby me, silently flew directly 

overhead, then quickly downwards before me and suddenly “went out”. I felt I'd 



been thoroughly photographed or mind-read, and was shocked at its precise 

closeness. That took one second. 
 

Near the darkened road, about 1 and 3/4 kilometers away, I now saw a 

rectangular-based and round-ended cylindrical topped UFO. As I approached that 

way for 7 minutes, it changed from shining red, to the top shining red and base 

shining white, to all of it shining white, then to all shining very bright red.  

 

It flew slowly across the road and back. It then paused until one seldom car (its 

car-lights) had just passed by down the road, and then again slowly flew across the 

road and back at apparently just above the car’s level. 

 

It was next triangular-based with a rounded-cylindrical top and red, then mostly 

white-based with its top plus part of one side red, and then all red again. It flew 

towards the right near the trees, and there was also a silent, darkish and therefore 

much less clear, cigar-like body about 6 times longer than the base of the UFO, 

moving together with and as a back-drop behind it. I wondered if the smaller UFO 

could fly in and out of it. Ending in those objects slowly flying together to behind 

the adjacent woods and out of my sight. 

 

As I walked home mentally fatigued, a UFO with cylindrical top was again in the 

original, far distant field. When I stopped to consider, a two-seconds’ falling star 

crossed the sky far away. The UFO got brighter as I retreated, and was still faintly 

lit when I got home. 

 

Total time about 1 hour. 

 

Deep-freeze postponement: 

 

The annotated illustrations of this multi-event were drawn the same night, but very 

unfortunately, around April 9, 1976, I threw out that night’s original 2-page written 

descriptions of these events. Some of the implications of details from the two 

sightings of Jan. 25, 1976 and Jan. 27, 1976 (heightened by the several 

next-coming hour-long "binocular experiences") shocked me so much, that I put 

parts of the details from Jan. 27 into the back of my memories. I first felt inwardly 

relaxed enough to dig them out again for this written report in July, 2016, as a 

side-effect of re-reading all my UFO documentary reports at that time. 


